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STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
vs. 
JOHN K. PROVENCE, 
Defendant/Appellant. 
/ 
/ 
/ Case No. 980353-CA 
/ Priority No. 
/ 
BRIEF OF APPELLANT 
JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 
This appeal is from a final order and judgment finding 
Appellant guilty of violation of Clandestine Drug Lab Act, Section 
58-37d-5 U.C.A. (1953, as amended) (R. at 159) and Possession of a 
Controlled Substance, Section 58-37d-6 U.C.A. (1953, as amended) 
(R. at 158). The case was remanded to the Court of Appeals on the 
1st day of July, 1998, as the result of a pour over and was 
assigned the above case number 980353-CA. Appellant was sentenced 
to serve a term of five years to life at the Utah State Prison and 
a term of zero to five at the State Prison, the terms to run 
concurrently. (R. at 186, P. 10) Appellant's conviction following 
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a jury trial was entered by the Honorable Robert L. Newey on the 
21st day of April, 1998. 
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES AND STANDARD OF REVIEW 
POINT 1 
Did defense counsel deny Appellant's right to 
effective assistance of counsel in violation 
of his constitutional right to counsel as 
guaranteed by the United States Constitution, 
the -5»UT Amendment; the United States 
Constitution, the XIV Amendment; Section I, 
the Utah State Constitution, Article I, 
Sections 7 and 12. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
The Appellate Court must decide if the trial record is 
adequate to permit decision on the issues where the Appellant is 
now represented by counsel, other than trial counsel. Further, 
where ineffective assistance of counsel is raised for the first 
time on appeal, the Appellate Court must determine, as a matter of 
law, whether the Appellant was denied effective assistance of 
counsel. State v. Callahan, 826 P.2d 590 (UtahApp. Ct. 1993). In 
this case, Appellant must establish: 
(a) That his counsel's performance was so deficient as to 
fall below an objective standard of reasonableness; 
(b) But for counsel's deficient performance, there is a 
reasonable probability that the outcome of the trial would have be 
different. 
Defense counsel's failure cannot be deemed trial strategy in 
this case, in that there is no possible benefit for the Appellant 
from the counsel's failure. In this case, defense counsel failed 
to object to Jury Instruction No. 26 which sets forth the elements 
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that must have been proved beyond a reasonable doubt by the jury in 
order to convict the Appellant of a First Degree Felony. In fact, 
the Court's Decision after having taken the preliminary hearing 
under advisement only allowed the prosecution to establish elements 
that would enable a jury to convict the Appellant of a Second 
Degree Felony and not a First Degree Felony. There is nothing in 
the Court's bind over order, pursuant to the attached Bind-Over 
Decision, that would allow the jury to consider whether or not the 
clandestine laboratory operation actually produced any amount of 
specified controlled substance, cocaine or methamphetamine because 
defense counsel allowed Instruction #26 and tesLimony to go to the 
jury with regards to any element that would enhance Appellant's 
sentence from a Second to a First Degree Felony, Appellant received 
ineffective assistance of counsel. State v. Hovator, 914 P.2d 37 
(Utah 1996); State v. Wodskaw, 896 P.2d 29 (Utah App. 1995) 
STATEMENT OP THE CASE 
The Appellant was found guilty of Possession of a Controlled 
Substance, a Third Degree Felony on or about February 6, 1998 (R. 
at P. 158) ; and guilty of a violation of Clandestine Drug Lab Act, 
a First Degree Felony on or about February 6, 1998 (R. at P. 159) . 
After Appellant's November 29th preliminary hearing, Judge 
Heffernan took the decision as to whether to bind over Appellant on 
both counts under advisement. On December 3, 1996, Judge 
Heffernan issued her ruling on Count I and ordered a bind over on 
only two elements found in the Clandestine Lab Act, to-wit: (1) 
Defendant possessed supplies with intent to engage in the lab 
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operation; and (2) Defendant knew that the lab was ongoing and that 
supplies he purchased would be used in the operation. The Court 
refused to bind over on any other elements of the Lab Act, but did 
bind over on the Third Degree drug charge. Please reEer to the 
Court's Minute Entry attached hereto as Appellant's Exhibit "A". 
STATEMENT OF PACTS 
About four months prior to August 3, 1996, John Provence and 
his family moved into a home located at 504 Canyon Road, Ogden, 
Utah. (R. at 184, P. 79) Residing with him was his wife and 
three, from time to time, of his children ages 17, 19 and 21, would 
also reside at the home. In addition, a man by the name of Ray 
Olsen would sometimes also reside at the Provence home. (R. at 
185, P. 78) Apparently Olsen had been evicted from his home, lost 
his children to the State and needed a place to sleep from time to 
time and/or a place to receive his mail. 
Olsen's presence in the Provence home began to become a 
problem and in part, Appellant told Olsen that he had to move after 
one child found methamphetamine in the basement where Olsen had 
been staying in. (R. at 185, P. 79) 
Appellant testified that he heard Olsen had made 
methamphetamine and may have been a "cook". Appellant approached 
Olsen to confront him as to whether Appellant had been making drugs 
in his basement. Olsen denied doing this. (R. at 185, P. 80-81) 
Appellant had rented his home from Robert Miller. Miller 
testified that during the three to four month period when Appellant 
resided in his rental unit, he had occasion to visit the home for 
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various reasons. He also had occasion to visit the home next door, 
as it was also his rental unit. Miller testified that be observed 
nothing out of the ordinary during his trips to Appellant's home. 
(R. at 184, P. 79) However, Miller did detect an odor of chemicals 
at one point when he was called to Appellant's next door neighbor, 
but he could not tell where the odor was coming from. Miller's 
testimony was: "I can't swear as to exactly where it came from. 
It was in the neighbor's house or it was within those two house 
areas... I don't know." (R. at 184, P. 80) 
August 3, 1996, the Ogden Fire Department was called out to a 
house fire at 504 Canyon Road, which was Appellant's home. (R. at 
184, P. 74/ R. at 185, P. 78) Also called out was Officer 
Shelstead of the Ogden City Police Department. (R. at 84, P. 74 
and 84) He was at the scene approximately between 6:50 a.m. and 
8:00 a.m. Appellant's arrest was reported to be at 8:07 a.m. (R. 
at 184, P. 109) Then present when Shelstead arrived included 
ambulance personnel attending to a burn victim, Ray Olsen, who 
thereafter died. In addition, Shelstead identified Appellant and 
his wife as tenants of the home. (R. at 184, P. 85 & 86) 
During Appellant's conversation with office Shelstead, 
Appellant stated that he had heard rumors that Olsen had been using 
Appellant's basement as a lab to make illegal drugs. (R. at 184, 
P. 106) Shelstead stated that Appellant and his wife confirmed 
that they had been drug users and indicated that they had two 
containers of meth on the kitchen shelf above the sink. After that 
statement, the officer took Appellant across the street and they 
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talked together while sitting on the patrol car hood. (R. at 184, 
P. 88) After a short time, Appellant was read his Miranda rights 
and was formally placed under arrest. (R. at 184, P. 89) 
Officer Shelstead stated that he had more than one 
conversation with Appellant and Appellant admitted, after his 
arrest, that he had purchased iodine for Olsen, although the iodine 
was not crystal in form. (R. at 184, P. 96) Officer Shelstead 
also testified that he helped assist in the accumulation of 
evidence pursuant to a search warrant. Many items were removed 
from Appellant's home and/or basement Olsen had been inhabiting. 
Appellant remained in Shelstead's car for a couple of hours during 
the search of the home and basement. The officer and Appellant 
then had another conversation inside the patrol car. (R. at 184, 
P. 98) Appellant denied ownership of the scales found in 
Appellant's bedroom. (R. at 184, P. 99) 
Appellant also discussed two items found in a locked box in 
his bedroom, to-wit: Red phosphorus and iodine crystals, although 
Shelstead admitted during cross examination that he did not recall 
what was in the locked box. (R. at 84, P. 118) . Appellant said he 
had found them in the hallway and being concerned for his children, 
locked them in the box. (R. at 184, P. 101) 
During Shelstead's conversations with Appellant, it was clear 
that Appellant was confused and upset as "he had a man on fire in 
his house" and "his house was burning down". (R. at 84, P. 107) 
The officer confirmed that these events would naturally cause 
significant trauma in most people and can cause irrational 
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behavioral such as Appellant's wife trying to enter a burning home 
to find her dog. (R. at 184, P. 108) Shelstead also acknowledged 
that a product of the search retrieved two cups of meth, or in two 
cups, there was a small amount of meth, (R. at 184, P. 108) rather 
than two full cups of meth as had originally been reported. 
Shelstead also statPd that Appellant told officers that he 
could not smell any chemicals and officers could walk right past 
the basement without smelling anything as Appellant had done in the 
past. However, this important statement was omitted
 % from 
Shelstead's police report, as acknowledged by the officer, (R. at 
184, P. 109 & 110) and coincidentally remembered by the officer 
during Appellant's liidl tram August 3, 1996 until his testimony on 
or about February 5, 1998, (R. at 184, P. 110) other than the 
witnesses recollection the day before trial when he apparently 
listened to a tape recording, nl win h was mostly inaudible. (R. 
at 184, P. ill) Shelstead did say that it was his understanding 
that Olsen, the person making the drugs, stayed mainly in the 
basement during his visits with Appellant (R. at 184, P. 113) 
Shelstead's only view of the basement and personal articles 
belonging to the decedent was by "peeking" down from the laundry 
room after the fire department had finished dousing the premises in 
their attempts to kill the fire ignited by Olsen. (R. a t 181 at 
P. 113-115) The officer's knowledge of the contents of the 
basement was severely limited, as was his knowledge as to whether 
the door separating the laundry room from the stairs downstairs to 
the basement area had been closed when emergency personnel arrived 
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at the home. (R. at 184, P. 115 & 116) 
During Appellant's trial, the State called Debbie Kelly as a 
rebuttal witness to testify as to the sale of a large quantity of 
iodine crystals. (R. at 184, P. 123) Ms. Kelly acknowledged a 
personal relationship with Rudy VanBeekum, the police officer who 
produced one picture, a picture of Appellant, and requested Ms. 
Kelly identify the person in the photo. Even though Ms. Kelly 
identified the individual who made the large purchase of the iodine 
crystals as Jack Sells, she immediately identified the phofo as 
Appellant and stated that he had been in the store to buy various 
items from time to time. (R. at 184, P. 124 & 125) . Ms. Kelly did 
acknowledge that Jack Sells was not the individual she identified 
from the photo, and the man in the photo had been to the shop to 
purchase a jar or two of crystals only a couple of times. (R. at 
184, P. 126) In light of the fact that the Appellant did not have 
the benefit of a proper photo line up, it is not surprising that 
she identified Appellant during her testimony, (R. at 184^ P. 127, 
129), as the purchaser of two bottles of iodine crystals. In 
addition, neither the State nor the witness, nor the police officer 
made any attempt to recover a receipt of the purchase of these 
iodine crystal bottles. (R. at 184, P. 134) 
When Craig Allen, manager of Wansgard Thriftway, took the 
stand for the prosecution, he admitted to knowing the police 
officer, Kent Marchant, who, at the time, worked for Ogden City 
Police. In fact, Officer Marchant worked part time as a security 
guard for Mr. Allen's store. (R. at 184, P. 135) Allen had seen 
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a newspaper photo of Appellant and took it upon himself to inform 
the officer that someone who resembled Appellant had purchased a 
large quantity of coleman fuel some months before the explosion. 
(R. at 184, P. 13 7) After Allen had seen the newspaper photos and 
read the accompanying articles, he had little trouble identifying 
Appellant from a photo line up. (R. at 184, P. 138) Allen also 
recognized Appellant's photo from a KSL evening news bulletin, but 
could not remember if Appellant purchased other camping items. (R. 
at 184, P. 140-141) Allen did recall that the two to three times 
he saw Appellant in the store, he observed him purchase quite a bit 
of items and shopped for quite a awhile. (R. at 184, P. 141) In 
fact, Allen observed Appellant in his store shopping after the 
fire, but Allen was unable to explain what items were purchased at 
that time. (R. at 184, P. 143) 
Also, during Appellant's trial, various items not connected to 
Appellant, but very damaging, were* offered and received over 
defense counsel's objections. Lists with no indication of the 
author or purpose were put before the jury. The State reasoned 
that a presumption existed that these lists were "owe" lists 
linking Appellant to the manufacture of drugs and drug customers. 
The Court allowed the lists and other items to be received without 
the required showing of at least some relevance and to the express 
and intense prejudice to the Appellant and in violation of the Utah 
Rules of Evidence. (R. at 184 P. 155 & 156) 
When defense counsel tried to tie the evidence to Appellant, 
Agent Van Orden, the collecting investigator, stated that 
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Appellant's fingerprints were apparently not found on the scale 
taken into evidence. In fact, the scales were not even tested for 
fingerprints, (R. at 184, P. 161) and even though the scales were 
re-loading scales, there was no other re-loading equipment in the 
house. In addition, the substance contained in and on the scale 
was not tested for controlled substances, (R. at 84, P. 161 & 162) 
and the merik manual found on the table which discusses drugs, 
chemicals and their interaction was not tested for fingerprints. 
(R. at 184, P. 163) 
The drawings and handwriting on lists entered into evidence 
are also subject to scrutiny, as the officer testified that it 
appears more than one person had their chance at some of the lists 
and drawings. Again, no fingerprints were lifted and no 
handwriting analysis was even attempted. (R. at 18,4, P. 165-166) 
In fact, the officer stated that except for the fact that the 
writings and drawings were recovered from the home, there was 
nothing linking this evidence to Appellant. (R. at 184, P. 166) 
Finally, the officer then had to admit that there was not found any 
receipts for iodine, coleman fuel, chemicals or the like in 
Appellant's home, (R. at 184, P. 168) and the bottom line is that 
there was no evidence introduced lawfully and pursuant to 
Appellant's bind over decision, that met any burden of proof that 
there existed an intent on behalf of Appellant that the operation 
was for the production of methamphetamine base, which is required 
to elevate this crime to a First Degree Felony. Please see the 
Court's Minute Entry attached as Appellant's Exhibit; "A" and 
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incorporated herein. 
Appellant was originally charged with Operation of a 
Clandestine Laboratory, a First Degree Felony, and Illegal Use or 
Possession of a Controlled Substance, a Third Degree Felony. 
Appellant originally requested a preliminary hearing on August 20, 
1996. On September 6, 1996, an Amended Information was filed. On 
October 21, 1996, the Court granted the State's Motion to file an 
Amended Information and Appellant's preliminary hearing was reset 
to November 29, 1996. 
Jury instruction 26 identifies what elements must be found 
beyond a reasonable doubt and before Appellant can be convicted of 
violation of the clandestine lab as a First Degree Felony. (R. at 
156) The problem is that the State's case was never bound over on 
the third requirement to qualify a conviction as ^ First Degree 
Felony for a finding of guilt, to-wit: Whether Appellant intended 
clandestine laboratory operation was for the production of 
methamphetamine base. In fact, the Court was clear that she did 
not bind over on any element that would change the charge and/or 
verdict from a Second Degree Felony to a First Degree Felony. Any 
indication that the State would present any evidence that may have 
intended that Appellant knew Olsen was making meth should have been 
taken from the jury and the State strongly admonished to keep that 
element out of the juries hearing and consideration. 
The fact that defense counsel did nothing to keep this 
information from the jury and, in fact, failed to object to 
instruction No. 26, has violated Appellant's due process of law as 
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guaranteed by Article I Section 7-12 of the Utah Constitution and 
the VI and XIV Amendments to the United States Constitution as made 
applicable to the status. Appellant was, quite frankly, denied 
effective assistance of counsel and due process of law. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT 1 
Did defense counsel deny Appellant's right to 
effective assistance of counsel in violation 
of his constitutional right to counsel as 
guaranteed by the United States Constitution, 
the VI Amendment; the United States 
Constitution, the XIV Amendment; Section I, 
the Utah State Constitution, Article I, 
Sections 7 and 12. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
That on or about November 29, 1996, the Appellant was brought 
before the Court, the Honorable Pamela G. Heffernan presiding for 
a preliminary hearing on the charges hereintofore mentioned. The 
Court took the matter under advisement. On or about December 3, 
1996, the Court rendered its decision on the bind over with regards 
to the charges of Count I, First Degree Felony and Count II, a 
Third Degree Felony. The Court specifically held, as pursuant to 
the attached Appellant's Exhibit "A" that the Defendant possessed 
supplies (laboratory supplies, i.e. iodine) with intent to engage 
in clandestine lab operation; and (2) Defendant knew it was ongoing 
and knew the iodine would be used for that purpose. "The Court did 
not bind over on the remainder of the elements as to Count I." 
Please see Exhibit "A" attached hereto. The Court did, however, 
bind Appellant over on the offense of possession of 
methamphetamine. The matter came before the District Court Judge 
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for trial on the 13th day of February, 1998, before the Honorable 
Judge Pamela G. Heffernan. The Appellant was charged with an 
Amended Count I, to-wit: A First Degree Felony in violation of the 
Clandestine Lab Act when he possessed a controlled substance 
precurser with intent to engage a clandestine laboratory operation 
or possessed laboratory equipment or supplies with the intent to 
engage in a clandestine laboratory operation and said laboratory 
operation took place within 500 feet of a residence or the intended 
clandestine laboratory operation was for the production of 
methamphetamine. This Information was signed by the Weber County 
Attorney's Office by Sandra L. Sjogren, Deputy Weber County 
Attorney, on the 6th day of September, 1996. Pursuant to Jury 
Instruction No. 26 (R. at P. 146) , the jury was instructed that 
before they could find the Defendant guilty beyonqi a reasonable 
doubt of the crime of violation of a Clandestine Drug Lab Act, a 
First Degree Felony, the jury must first find, beyond a reasonable 
doubt, and from the evidence, all of the following elements of the 
crime: 
1. That on or about August 3, 1996, the Defendant, John K. 
Provence; 
2. Knowingly and intentionally possessed laboratory 
equipment or supplies with intent to engage in clandestine lab 
operation; 
3 . The intended clandestine laboratory operation was for the 
production of methamphetamine base; and 
4. Said offense occurred in Weber County, State of Utah. 
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This Instruction was erroneous in so far as it goes beyond the 
preliminary hearing bind over order given by Judge Heffernan in 
September of 1996. At that time, the Court did not bind the 
Defendant over to face any charges, insinuating that he was 
involved with a clandestine laboratory operation that was for the 
production of methamphetamine base. 
The decision to bind the Defendant over for trial presents a 
question of law which the Court shall review for correctness. 
State v. Humphrey, 823 P.2d 464, 465 (Utah 1991) . 
"At a preliminary hearing, if from the evidence a magistrate 
finds probable cause to believe a crime charged has been committed 
and that the Defendant has committed it, the magistrate shall 
order, in writing, that the Defendant be bound over to answer to 
the District Court." Utah R. Crim. P. 7(h)(2). yhe Court must 
find a quantum of evidence sufficient to warrant submission of the 
case to the trior of fact. State v. 'Pledger, 896 P.2d 1226, 1229 
(Utah 1995) (Quoting State v. Anderson, 612 P.2d 778, 783 (Utah 
1980)) The Court correctly instructed the jury to find certain 
elements of an offense that is a Second Degree Felony pursuant to 
58-37d-4 (U.C.A. 1997, as amended). The Court, however, 
erroneously instructed the jury that it could make a finding that 
the Appellant was guilty of a First Degree Felony pursuant to the 
provisions of Section 58-37d-5 (U.C.A. 1997, as amended). The bind 
over order, as can be seen from the attached exhibit incorporated 
herein by reference, does not bind over the Appellant to any of the 
charges that may be applicable pursuant to the provisions of 
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Section 58-37d-5. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing conclusion, defense counsel 
failed to raise this issue to the trial Court Judge which made 
defense counsel ineffective. 
Both the United States Constitution and the Utah Constitution 
guarantees persons charged with a criminal offense the right to 
effective assistance of counsel to assist in their defense. See 
U.S. Constitution, Amendment VI; U.S. Constitution, Amendment XIV; 
Utah State Constitution, Article I, Section 7; Utah Constitution, 
Article I, Section 12; see also Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 
667, 104 S. Ct. 2052 (1984); State v. Templin, 805 P.2d, 182 
(1990). 
Appellant was denied his constitutionally guaranteed right to 
effective assistance of counsel, and therefore the^trial Court's 
final judgment and order must be reversed. To successfully assert 
a claim to ineffective assistance of counsel, the Appellant must 
show that: 
1. His counsel's performance was objectively deficient; arid 
2. That there exists a reasonable probability that for the 
counsel's deficient conduct, the verdict would have been more 
favorable to the Appellant. State v. Hovator. 914 P.2d 3 7 (Utah 
1996); State v. Templin, Supra at 186 through 187; Strickland v. 
Washington, 466 U.S. Supra at 688. 
In this case, the Appellant was bound over to answer charges 
of a Second Degree Felony, a violation of the Clandestine Drug Act. 
During his preliminary hearing, the Court took the matter under 
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advisement, and, a few days later, entered a Minute Entry in the 
record indicating that the Appellant was bound over only on two 
issues, to-wit: That the Defendant possessed supplies v.ith intent 
to engage in a clandestine lab operation and/or that the Defendant 
knew it was ongoing and knew that the iodine would be used for that 
purpose. The Court specifically stated that it did not bind over 
the case on any remaining elements on Count I as filed by the 
County Attorney's Office. Count I filed against the Defendant 
specifically states that the Defendant was accused of engaging in 
a clandestine laboratory and that the clandestine laboratory 
operation took place within 500 feet of a residence or the intended 
laboratory operation was for the production of methamphetamine. 
The last element of the Amended Information was never bound 
over into District Court and therefore the jury was improperly 
given that element in Instruction No. 26 and through direct 
testimony. (R. at P. 156) 
It is impossible to know what the jury was thinking when it 
entered its guilty verdict based upon Instruction No. 26. 
Therefore, it is imperative that the Appellant be allowed a new 
trial and the jury be properly instructed as to the elements of the 
crime that were actually bound over by Judge Heffernan at the 
conclusion of the preliminary hearing and after having taken same 
under advisement. 
It is unconscionable that an individual charged with a felony 
criminal offense that is not bound over after a preliminary hearing 
can stand to face those charges at the whim of the Court or the 
16 
State and because of the neglect of defense counsel to raise the 
issue. 
CONCLUSION 
Because the Appellant was not bound over on an element 
essential for the prosecution and conviction of a First Degree 
Felony violation of the Clandestine Drug Act, the Appellant is 
entitled to a new trial based upon the findings of Judge Heffernan 
following his preliminary hearing. 
Respectfully submitted this r y day of September, 19,98. 
RANDINE SALERNO/^^ /T 
Attorney for Appellant 
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EXHIBIT "A" 
D O C K E T Page 2 
WD DISTRICT COURT - OGDEN WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 18, 1996 
1:52 PM 
mdant Reference: WMS Case: 961900776 FS 
PROVENCE, JOHN K State Felony 
13/96 CONTINUED ONE WEEK. PRIVATE COUNSEL IS TO APPEAR ON BEHALF OF JSC 
THE DEFENDANT, AT WHICH TIME, THE COURT WILL ALLOW THE PUBLIC JSC 
DEFENDER'S OFFICE TO WITHDRAW. THE DEF IS ALSO INFORMED THE JSC 
COURT MAY ACCESS WITNESS FEES IF ANOTHER PRELIM IS REQUESTED BY JSC 
PRIVATE COUNSEL. JSC 
16/96 REV rescheduled to 8/20/96 at 2:00 P in room H with PGH JSC 
19/96 NOTICE OF APPEARANCE, PLEA OF NOT GUILTY & REQUEST FOR JURY NPM 
TRIAL BY FRANK BERARDI NPM 
20/96 - JSC 
Hearing (REVIEW OF COUNSEL): JUDGE: PAMELA G HEFFERNAN JSC 
TAPE: HD176 COUNT: 724 JSC 
Deft Present JSC 
ATD: BERARDI, FRANK A ATP: SJOGREN, SANDRA L. JSC 
PRE scheduled for 09/06/96 at 0900 A in room H with PGH JSC 
CUSTODY: County Sheriff JSC 
MR BERARDI ENTERS AS COUNSEL AND REQUESTS A PRELIM SETTING. JSC 
DEF WAIVES RIGHT TO SPEEDY TRIAL. CASE SET FOR PRELIM. JSC 
THE COURT ALLOWS THAT THE PUBLIC DEFENDERS OFFICE WITHDRAW. JSC 
129/96 REQ. FOR A BAIL REVIEW HRG. - TO PGH CP 
/05/96 - JSC 
AMENDED INFORMATION JSC 
/06/96 Charge 58-37-8(1AI) Sev F2 was amended to 58-37D-5 Sev Fl JSC 
Hearing (PRELIMINARY HEARING): JUDGE: PAMELA G HEFFERNAN JSC 
TAPE: HD189 COUNT: 2 600 JSC 
Deft Present JSC 
ATD: BERARDI, FRANK A ATP: SJOGREN, SANDRA L. JSC 
PRE scheduled for 10/21/96 at 0130 P in room H with PGH JSC 
CUSTODY: County Sheriff JSC 
STATE FILES AMENDED INFORMATION ALLEGING Fl-VIOLATION OF CLAN- JSC 
DESITINE DRUG LAB ACT. MR BERARDI DOES NOT OBJECT TO FILING JSC 
OF NEW INFORMATION, BUT REQUESTS PRELIM BE CONTINUED AS HE IS JSC 
NOT PREPARED TO PROCEED ON THE NEW CHARGE. STATE DOES NOT JSC 
OBJECT, COURT GRANTS MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE OF PRELIM. THE COURT JSC 
ALSO ORDERS BAIL REDUCED TO $8,000 BAIL AS THE PRELIM IS WILL BE JSC 
SET OUTSIDE 10 DAYS. JSC 
THE AMENDED INFORMATION IS READ TO THE DEFENDANT BY THE COURT. JSC 
)/15/96 - DJT 
BAILBOND FILED BY STEVES BAILBONDS $8,000 DJT 
VI7/96 NOTICE OF INTENT TO USE HEARSAY PAM 
)/21/96 - JSC 
NOT RECORDED/IN CHAMBERS: ATP: G HEWARD ATD: F BERARDI JSC 
COUNSEL INFORMS COURT DEF IS INCARCERATED IN DAVIS COUNTY JAIL. JSC 
COUNSEL REQUESTS CASE BE CONTINUED FOR PRELIM. GRANTED. JSC 
CLERK IS DIRECTED TO PREPARE ORDER TO PRODUCE JSC 
PRE rescheduled to 11/29/96 at 1:30 P in room H with PGH JSC 
0/23/96 ORDER TO PRODUCE FOR 11/29/96 PGH 10/22/96 JSC 
JSC 
1/29/96 Hearing (PRELIMINARY HEARING): JUDGE: PAMELA G HEFFERNAN JSC 
TAPE: HD222 COUNT: 38 JSC 
Deft Present JSC 
ATD: BERARDI, FRANK A ATP: SJOGREN, SANDRA L. JSC 
PRELIMINARY HEARING HELD AND TESTIMONY TAKEN. COURT TAKES JSC 
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D O C K E T Page 3 
>ND DISTRICT COURT - OGDEN WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 18, 1996 
1:52 PM 
•ndant Reference: WMS Case: 961900776 FS 
PROVENCE, JOHN K State Felony 
•9/96 MATTER UNDER ADVISEMENT TO REVIEW TAPE OF THE FIRST WITNESSES JSC 
TESTIMONY. DECISION WILL BE RENDERED 12/4/96. JSC 
)3/96 - JSC 
Hearing (DECISION): JUDGE: PAMELA G HEFFERNAN JSC 
TAPE: HD251 COUNT: 325 JSC 
Deft not present JSC 
ATD: None Present ATP: SAUNDERS, L DEAN JSC 
DECISION: AS TO COUNT 1, COURT ORDERS DEF BOUND OVER FOR TRIAL. JSC 
COURT FINDS THERE IS A LIMITED AMOUNT OF PROBABLE CAUSE TO BIND JSC 
CASE OVER. COURT FINDS PROBABLE CAUSE ON FOLLOWING ELEMENTS: JSC 
1) DEF POSSESSED SUPPLIES (LABORATORY SUPPLIES, I.E. IODINE) JSC 
WITH INTENT TO ENGAGE IN CLANDESTINE LAB OPERATION. 2) DEF KNEW JSC 
IT WAS ONGOING, AND NEW THE IODINE WOULD BE USED FOR THAT JSC 
PROCESS. COURT DOES NOT BIND CASE OVER ON REMAINDER OF ELEMENTS JSC 
AS TO COUNT 1. AS TO COUNT II, COURT FINDS THERE WAS HEARSAY JSC 
EVIDENCE DEF POSSESSED THE METHAMPHETAMINE. COURT WILL ORDER JSC 
COUNT II BOUND OVER FOR TRIAL ALSO. JSC 
JSC 
04/96 DEF'S WIFE WAS INFORMED BY TELEPHONE CONFERENCE THAT CASE HAS JSC 
BEEN BOUND OVER (774-5910) JSC 
JSC 
CASE RESET WITH ATTY BERARDI'S OFFICE JSC 
'05/96 ARR scheduled for 12/10/96 at 2:00 P in room H with PGH JSC 
'10/96 - JSC 
Hearing (ARRAIGNMENT): JUDGE: PAMELA G HEFFERNAN JSC 
TAPE: HD253 COUNT: 3 694 JSC 
Deft not present JSC 
ATD: None Present ATP: HEWARD, GARY R JSC 
ARR scheduled for 12/17/96 at 0200 P in room H with PGH JSC 
MR BERARDI'S OFFICE CONTACTED THE CLERK PRIOR TO COURT AND JSC 
REQUESTED A CONTINUANCE, AS HE WAS IN AN AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT, JSC 
AND IS UNABLE TO APPEAR. THE COURT HAS GRANTED HIS REQUEST FOR JSC 
A CONTINUANCE. CASE IS CONTINUED ONE WEEK. JSC 
THE DEF WAS NOT PRODUCED, AS THE SHERIFF'S OFFICE WAS INFORMED JSC 
THE DEF NEED NOT BE PRODUCED. JSC 
/16/96 - JSC 
ORDER TO PRODUCE FOR 12/17/96 PGH 12/13/96 JSC 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS CAP 
/17/96 - JSC 
Fel Arraignment JUDGE: PAMELA G HEFFERNAN JSC 
TAPE: HD264 COUNT: 4412 JSC 
ATD: BERARDI, FRANK A ATP: DAROCZI, LES JSC 
Deft is present JSC 
Deft advised of rights JSC 
TRJ scheduled for 02/12/97 at 0900 A in room H with PGH JSC 
CUSTODY: County Sheriff JSC 
Chrg: 58-37D-5 Plea: Not Guilty JSC 
Chrg: 58-37-8(2AI) Plea: Not Guilty JSC 
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ADDENDUM "1" 
INSTRUCTION NO. <r^Y> 
Before you can convict the defendant of the crime of Violation of Clandestine Drug Lab 
Act, a first degree felony, you must find from the evidence, beyond a reasonable doubt, all of the 
following elements of that crime: 
1) That on or about August 3, 1996, said defendant, John K. Provence; 
2) knowingly or intentionally possessed laboratory equipment or supplies with 
the intent to engage in a clandestine laboratory operation and 
3) the intended clandestine laboratory operation was for the production of 
methamphetamine base; 
4) and said offense occurred in Weber County, State of Utah. 
If you believe that the evidence established each and all of the essential elements of 
the offense beyond a reasonable doubt, it is your duty to convict the defendant. On the other 
hand, if the evidence failed to establish one or more of said elements, you should find the 
defendant not guilty. 
156 
INSTRUCTION NO. <r^f 
Before you can convict the defendant of the crime of Violation of Clandestine Drug Lab 
Act, a first degree felony, you must find from the evidence, beyond a reasonable doubt, all of the 
following elements of that crime: 
1) That on or about August 3, 1996, said defendant, John K. Provence; 
2) knowingly or intentionally possessed laboratory equipment or supplies with 
the intent to engage in a clandestine laboratory operation and 
3) the intended clandestine laboratory operation was for the production of 
methamphetamine base; 
4) and said offense occurred in Weber County, State of Utah. 
If you believe that the evidence established each and all of the essential elements of 
the offense beyond a reasonable doubt, it is your duty to convict the defendant. On the other 
hand, if the evidence failed to establish one or more of said elements, you should find the 
defendant not guilty. 
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ADDENDUM "2" 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
COUNTY OF WEBER, STATE OF UTAH 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff (s), 
vs. 
JOHN K. PROVENCE, 
Defendant (s). 
VERDICT 
Case No.. 961900776 FS 
COUNT II 
We, the jury impaneled to try the issues in the above-entitled matter, do hereby find the 
defendant, John K. Provence, GUILTY of Possession of a Controlled Substance, ai&st degree 
felony. 
DATED this 6 ~ day of February, 1998. 
z IfsjrsC^ 7^^y?//<-^<^ "~ 
REPERSON 
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ADDENDUM "3" 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
COUNTY OF WEBER, STATE OF UTAH 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff (s), 
vs. 
JOHN K. PROVENCE, 
Defendant (s). 
VERDICT 
Case No.: 961900776 FS 
COUNT I 
We, the jury impaneled to try the issues in the above-entitled matter, do hereby find the 
defendant, John K. Provence, GUILTY of Violation of Clandestine Drug Lab Act, a first degree 
felony. 
DATED this (j> day of February, 1998. 
ADDENDUM "4" 
OCCUPATIONS AND PROFESSIONS 58-37e-2 
^listed in Schedule I of the Utah Controlled Sub-
aces Act, lysergic acid diethylamide, mescaline; 
| | i) conversion of cocaine or methamphetamine to 
; base forms; or 
extraction, concentration, or synthesis of mari-
na/as that drug is defined in Section 58-37-2. 
^otherwise specified, the definitions in Section 
t a p p t y t o ^ s chapter. 1997 
r o h i b i t e d a c t s — Second deg ree felony. 
lawful for any person to knowingly or intention-
ojssess a controlled substance precursor with the 
;f engage in a clandestine laboratory operation; 
j | )ssess laboratory equipment or supplies with the 
ESo^engage in a clandestine laboratory operation; 
Self-distribute, or otherwise supply a precursor 
Igaipiaboratory equipment, or laboratory supplies 
~"f .or having reasonable cause to believe it will be 
Soba* clandestine laboratory operation; 
vade recordkeeping provisions of Title 58, Chapter 
Controlled Substances Precursor Act, or the regula-
ued under that act, knowing or having reasonable 
•Joelieve that the material distributed or received 
fused for a clandestine laboratory operation; 
|conspire with or aid another to engage in a clandes-
fctpratory operation; 
oduce or manufacture, or possess with intent to 
Lvor manufacture a controlled or counterfeit sub-
^except as authorized under Title 58, Chapter 37, 
Controlled Substances Act; or 
ansport or convey a controlled or counterfeit sub-
yith the intent to distribute or to be distributed by 
erson transporting or conveying the controlled or 
Eerff it substance or by any other person regardless of 
ei^the final destination for the distribution is within 
at&or any other location, 
jgggn who violates any provision of Subsection (1) is 
econd degree felony. 1997 
roh ib i t ed a c t s — F i r s t deg ree felony. 
son'who violates Subsection 58-37d-4(l)(a), (b), (e), 
Hty of a first degree felony if the trier of fact also 
joe of the following conditions occurred in conjunc-
nat violation: 
Igossession of a firearm; 
ise^of a booby trap; 
•JfegaT possession, transportation, or disposal of 
Jous or dangerous material or while transporting or 
ng[to be transported materials in furtherance of a 
^tine laboratory operation, there was created a 
Juial risk to human health or safety or a danger to 
avrronment; 
pntended laboratory operation was to take place or 
jse place within 500 feet of a residence, place of 
8|ss, church, or school; 
f j^y phase of the clandestine laboratory operation or 
gSJction or manufacture of a controlled or counterfeit 
ace involved a person less than 18 years of age; 
jTandestine laboratory operation actually produced 
©punt of a specified controlled substance; or 
^ t e n d e d clandestine laboratory operation was for 
^oduction of cocaine base or methamphetamine base. 
?$ trier of fact finds that two or more of the conditions 
^ s e c t i o n s (l)(a) through (g) of this section occurred 
'cation with the violation, at sentencing for the first 
^ n y : 
^ Probation shall not be granted; 
JPlPe, execution or imposition of sentence shall not be 
S?ded; and 
(c) the court shall not enter a judgment for a lower 
category of offense. 1997 
58-37d-6. Lega l i n f e r ence of i n t e n t — Il legal posses-
s ion of a con t ro l l ed s u b s t a n c e p r e c u r s o r o r 
c l a n d e s t i n e l a b o r a t o r y e q u i p m e n t . 
The trier of fact may infer that the defendant intended to 
engage in a clandestine laboratory operation if the defendant: 
(1) is in illegal possession of a controlled substance 
precursor; or 
(2) illegally possesses or attempts to illegally possess a 
controlled substance precursor and is in possession of any 
one of the following pieces of equipment: 
(a) glass reaction vessel; 
(b) separatory funnel; 
(c) glass condenser; 
(d) analytical balance; or 
(e) heating mantle. 1992 
58-37d-7. S e i z u r e a n d for fe i ture . 
Chemicals, equipment, supplies, vehicles, aircraft, vessels, 
and personal and real property used in furtherance of a 
clandestine laboratory operation are subject to seizure and 
forfeiture under the procedures of Section 58-37-13. 1992 
58-37d-8. App l i cab i l i t y of Ti t le 76 p r o s e c u t i o n s u n d e r 
t h i s c h a p t e r . 
Unless specifically excluded in or inconsistent with the 
provisions of this chapter, the provisions of Title 76, Chapters 
1, 2, 3, and 4, are fully applicable to prosecutions under this 
chapter. 1997 
CHAPTER 37e 
D R U G DEALER'S LIABILITY ACT 
Section 
58-37e-l. Title. 
58-37e-2. Definitions. 
58-37e-3. Liability for participation in the illegal drug 
market. 
58-37e-4. Recovery of damages. 
58-37e-5. Limited recovery of damages. 
58-37e-6. Third party cases. 
58-37e-7. Illegal drug market target community. 
58-37e-8. Joinder of parties. 
58-37e-9. Comparative responsibility. 
58-37e-10. Contribution among and recovery from mul-
tiple defendants. 
58-37e-ll . Standard of proof — Effect of criminal drug 
conviction. 
58-37e-12. Prejudgment attachment and execution on 
judgments. 
58-37e-13. Statute of limitations. 
58-37e-14. Representation of governmental entities — 
Stay of action. 
58-37e-l . T i t le . 
This chapter is known as the "Drug Dealer's Liability Act." 
1997 
58-37e-2. Def in i t ions . 
As used in this chapter: 
(1) "Illegal drug" means a drug or controlled substance 
whose distribution is a violation of state law. 
(2) "Illegal drug market" means the support system of 
illegal drug-related operations, from production to retail 
sales, through which an illegal drug reaches the user. 
(3) "Illegal drug market target community" is the area 
dpqrrihpd in 9ppHnn ^R-llo-l 
I V , 9 4 U1NHH.JJ Dl/il-CLO U U i N D l l l U l l U i N 0/6 
AMENDMENT I AMENDMENT VIII 
ligious a n d political f reedom.] 
mgress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
fion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging 
reedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people 
:eably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a 
ess of grievances. 
AMENDMENT II 
tfit to bear arms.] 
well-regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a 
State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall 
be infringed. 
AMENDMENT III 
artering soldiers.] 
) Soldier shall, in time of peace, be quartered in any house, 
out the consent of the Owner, nor in time of war, but in a 
ner to be prescribed by law. 
AMENDMENT IV 
reasonable searches and seizures.] 
ie right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, 
irs, and effects, against unreasonable searches and sei-
s, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but 
i probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and 
icularly describing the place to be searched, and the 
ons or things to be seized. 
AMENDMENT V 
minal act ions — Provis ions concerning — Due pro-
of law and just compensat ion clauses.! 
) person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise 
nous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a 
id Jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces, 
I the Militia, when in actual service in time of War or 
ic danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same 
ice to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be 
celled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, 
>e deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process 
iw; nor shall private property be taken for public use, 
out just compensation. 
AMENDMENT VI 
hts of accused.] 
all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the 
; to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the 
2 and district wherein the crime shall have been commit-
which district shall have been previously ascertained by 
and to be informed of the nature and cause of the 
sation; to be confronted with the witnesses against him; to 
compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, 
to have the Assistance of counsel for his defence. 
AMENDMENT VII 
ed by jury in civil cases.] 
Suits at common law, where the value in controversy 
i exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be 
srved, and no fact tried by a jury, shall be otherwise 
:amined in any Court of the United States, than according 
e rules of the common law. 
[Bail — Punishment . ] 
Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines 
imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted. 
AMENDMENT IX 
[Rights retained by people.] 
The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall 
not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the 
people. 
AMENDMENT X 
[Powers reserved to states or people.] 
The powers not delegated to the United States by thS 
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved tol 
the States respectively, or to the people. 
AMENDMENT XI 
[Suits against s tates — Restrict ion of judicial P ° w e n ] j | 
The judicial power of the United States shall not be conSI 
strued to extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced!oi| 
prosecuted against one of the United States by C i t i z e n s ^ 
another State, or by Citizens or Subjects of any Foreign StafiS 
AMENDMENT XH 
[Election of Pres ident and Vice-President.] 
The Electors shall meet in their respective states, and vott| 
by ballot for President and Vice-President, one of whomf|gf| 
least, shall not be an inhabitant of the same state witnl 
themselves; they shall name in their ballots the person'vo^H 
for as President, and in distinct ballots the person voted forSffl 
Vice-President, and they shall make distinct lists of all p e g 
sons voted for as President, and of all persons voted for|38 
Vice-President, and of the number of votes for each, which lSBffl 
they shall sign and certify, and transmit sealed to the seatjSS 
the Government of the United States, directed to the Pre3j| 
dent of the Senate;—The President of the Senate shall, in. tlyg 
presence of the Senate and House of Representatives, open 
the certificates and the votes shall then be counted;-^ 
person having the greatest number of votes for Presidi 
shall be the President, if such number be a majority pi 
whole number of Electors appointed; and if no person Jbaj 
such majority, then from the persons having thejhighj 
numbers not exceeding three on the list of those voted fofc 
President, the House of Representatives shall choose immi 
ately, by ballot, the President. But in choosing the Presid/ 
the votes shall be taken by states, the representation 
each state having one vote; a quorum for this purpose *gl 
consist of a member or members from two-thirds of the sta^ 
and a majority of all the states shall be necessary to.a.chgfi 
And if the House of Representatives shall not chop^ 
President whenever the right of choice shall devo lve^ 
them, before the fourth day of March next following, tfo 
Vice-President shall act as President, as in the case'p 
death or other constitutional disability of the P r e s i d e n t ^ 
person having the greatest number of votes as Vice-Presicr 
shall be the Vice-President, if such number be a majority o] 
whole number of Electors appointed, and if no person to 
majority, then from the two highest numbers on the lisf^  
Senate shall choose the Vice-President; a quorumyfogj 
purpose shall consist of two-thirds of the whole numl 
Senators, and a majority of the whole number, si 
necessary to a choice. But no person constitutionallymeJ 
to the office of President shall be eligible to tha t .og 
President of the United States. 
UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION Amend. XVIII, § 1 
AMENDMENT XIII 
rtion 
j ; [Slavery prohibited.] 
|j£[Power to enforce amendment.] 
i o n 1. [Slavery prohibited.] 
jfeither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a 
shment for crime whereof the party shall have been duly 
JoKvicted, shall exist within the United States, or any place 
bject to their jurisdiction. 
fSec; 2. [Power to enforce amendment.] 
JjfCongress shall have power to enforce this article by appro-
Sta te legislation. 
(fcwJ 
AMENDMENT XIV 
lection 
^.[Citizenship — Due process of law — Equal protection.] 
| p L . [Representatives — Power to reduce appointment.] 
3f [Disqualification to hold office.] 
[41. [Public debt not to be questioned — Debts of the Confed-
eracy and claims not to be paid.] 
57: [Power to enforce amendment.] 
^ ' -
Section 1. [Citizenship — Due process of law — Equal 
protection.] 
All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and 
pubject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United 
[States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall 
Rnake or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or 
lunmunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any 
ESfate deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without 
raue process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdic-
tion the equal protection of the laws. 
mo >u r 
Sec^ 2. [Representatives — Power to reduce appoint-
ment.] 
Representatives shall be apportioned among the several 
^States according to their respective numbers, counting the 
pvhole number of persons in each State, excluding Indians not 
[taxed. But when the right to vote at any election for the choice 
?of,electors for President and Vice-President of the United 
[States, Representatives in Congress, the Executive and Judi-
tcial Officers of a State, or the members of the Legislature 
thereof, is denied to any of the male inhabitants of such State, 
being twenty-one years of age, and citizens of the United 
^States, or in any way abridged, except for participation in 
[rebellion, or other crime, the basis of representation therein 
shall be reduced in the proportion which the number of such 
;male citizens shall bear to the whole number of male citizens 
^twenty-one years of age in such State. 
Sec. 3. [Disqualification to hold office.] 
£*'No person shall be a Senator or Representative in Congress, 
or Elector of President and Vice President, or hold any office, 
civil or military, under the United States, or under any State, 
who, having previously taken an oath, as a member of Con-
gress, or as an officer of the United States, or as a member of 
any State legislature, or as an executive or judicial officer of 
any State, to support the Constitution of the United States, 
shall have engaged in insurrection or rebellion against the 
same, or given aid or comfort to the enemies thereof. But 
Congress may by a vote of two-thirds of each House, remove 
such disability. 
Sec. 4. [Public debt not to be quest ioned — Debts of 
the Confederacy and claims not to be paid.] 
The validity of the public debt of the United States, autho-
rized bv law. including debts incurred for navment of nensions 
and bounties for services in suppressing insurrection or rebel-
lion, shall not be questioned. But neither the United States 
nor any State shall assume or pay any debt or obligation 
incurred in aid of insurrection or rebellion against the United 
States, or any claim for the loss or emancipation of any slave; 
but all such debts, obligations, and claims shall be held illegal 
and void. 
Sec. 5. [Power to enforce amendment.] 
The Congress shall have power to enforce, by aDDronriater 
legislation, the provisions of this article. 
AMENDMENT XV 
Section 
1. [Right of citizens to vote — Race or color not to disqualify.] 
2. [Power to enforce amendment.] 
Sect ion 1. [Right of c i t izens to vote — Race or color 
not to disqualify.] 
The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be 
denied or abridged by the Umted States or by any State on 
account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude. 
Sec. 2. [Power to enforce amendment.] 
The Congress shall have power to enforce this article by 
appropriate legislation. 
AMENDMENT XVI 
[Income tax.] 
The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on 
incomes, from whatever source derived, without apportion-
ment among the several States, and without regard to any 
census or enumeration. 
AMENDMENT XVII 
[Election of senators . ] 
The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two 
Senators from each State, elected by the people thereof, for six 
years; and each Senator shall have one vote. The electors in 
each State shall have the qualifications requisite for electors 
of the most numerous branch of the State legislatures. 
When vacancies happen in the representation of any State 
m the Senate, the executive authority of such State shall issue 
writs of election to fill such vacancies: Provided, That the 
legislature of any State may empower the executive thereof to 
make temporary appointments until the people fill the vacan-
cies by election as the legislature may direct. 
This amendment shall not be so construed as to affect the 
election or term of any Senator chosen before it becomes valid 
as part of the Constitution. 
AMENDMENT XVIII 
[REPEALED DECEMBER 5, 1933. SEE AMENDMENT 
XXI, SECTION 1J 
Section 
1. [National prohibition — Intoxicating liquors.] 
2. [Concurrent power to enforce amendment.] 
3. [Time limit for adoption.] 
Sect ion 1. [National prohibit ion — Intoxicating li-
quors.] 
After one year from the ratification of this article the 
manufacture, sale, or transportation of intoxicating liquors 
within thf imnnrtntinn thprpof into or thp pxnortation thereof 
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PREAMBLE 
, Grateful to Almighty God for life and liberty, we, the people 
rof Utah, in order to secure and perpetuate the principles of 
pBree government, do ordain and establish this CONSTITU-
[.TlON. 1S96 
ARTICLE I 
DECLARATION OF RIGHTS 
^Section 
?l. [Inherent and inalienable rights.] 
J 2. [All political power inherent in the people.] 
^ 3 . [Utah inseparable from the Union.] 
h4. [Religious liberty — No property qualification to vote or 
p-~ hold office.] 
i 5. [Habeas corpus.] 16 . [Right to bear arms.] 
^T. [Due process of law.] 
^ 8 . ' [Offenses bailable.] 
i ft [Excessive bai) and hnes — Cruel punishments.) 
AO. [Trial by jury.] 
£L. [Courts open — Redress of injuries.] 
^2. [Rights of accused persons.] 
,*3. [Prosecution by information or indictment — Grand jury.] 
^4. [Unreasonable searches forbidden — Issuance of war-
S-r, rant.] 
^5 . [Freedom of speech and of the press - Libel.] 
*6. [No imprisonment for debt — Exception.] 
*7. [Elections to be free — Soldiers voting.] 
'-48. [Attainder — Ex post facto laws — Impairing contracts.] 
•19. [Treason defined — Proof.] 
^
u
- (Military subordinate to the civil power.] 
^1- [Slavery forbidden.] 
; *• [Private property for public use.] 
3- [Irrevocable franchises forbidden.] 
r|4* [Uniform operation of laws.] 
^g* [Rights retained by people.] 
Section 
26. [Provisions mandatory and prohibitory.] 
27. [Fundamental rights.] 
28. [Declaration of the rights of crime victims.] 
Section 1. [Inherent and inalienable rights.] 
All men have the inherent and inalienable right to enjoy and 
defend their lives and liberties; to acquire, possess and protect 
Property; to worship according to the dictates of their con-
sciences; to assemble peaceably, protest against wrongs, and 
Petition for redress of grievances; to communicate freely their 
thoughts and opinions, being responsible for the abuse of that 
right. 1896 
Sec. 2. [All polit ical power inherent in the people.] 
All political power is inherent in the people; and all free 
governments are founded on their authority for their equal 
Protection and benefit, and they have the right to alter or 
reform their government as the public welfare may require. 
1896 
Sec. 3 . [Utah inseparable from the Union.] 
The State of Utah is an inseparable part of the Federal 
Vnion and the Constitution of the United States is the 
supreme law of the land. 1896 
Sec. 4. [Religious l iberty — No property qualification 
to vote or hold office.] 
The rights of conscience shall never be infringed. The State 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion or 
Prohibiting the free exercise thereof; no religious test shall be 
required as a qualification for any office of public trust or for 
any vote at any election; nor shall any person be incompetent 
as a witness or juror on account of religious belief or the 
absence thereof. There shall be no union of Church and State, 
nor shall any church dominate the State or interfere with its 
functions. No public money or property shall be appropriated 
for or applied to any religious worship, exercise or instruction, 
or for the support of any ecclesiastical establishment. No 
Property qualification shall be required of any person to vote, 
or hold office, except as provided in this Constitution. 1896 
Sec. 5. [Habeas corpus.] 
The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be 
suspended, unless, in case of rebellion or invasion, the public 
safety requires it. 1896 
Sec. 6. [Right to bear arms.] 
The individual right of the people to keep and bear arms for 
security and defense of self, family, others, property, or the 
state, as well as for other lawful purposes shall not be 
infringed; but nothing herein shall prevent the legislature 
from defining the lawful use of arms. 1984 (2nd S.S.) 
Sec. 7. [Due process of law.] 
No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property, 
without due process of law. 1896 
Sec. 8. [Offenses bailable.] 
(1) All persons charged with a crime shall be bailable 
except: 
(a) persons charged with a capital offense when there is 
substantial evidence to support the charge; or 
(b) persons charged with a felony while on probation or 
parole, or while free on bail awaiting trial on a previous 
felony charge, when there is substantial evidence to 
support the new felony charge; or 
(c) persons charged with any other crime, designated 
by s tatute as one for which bail may be denied, if there is 
*S1 
substantial evidence to support the charge and the court 
finds by clear an^ convincing evidence that the person 
would constitute a substantial danger to any other person 
or to the community or is likely to flee the jur . sd ic t^" of 
the court if released on bail. 
) Persons convicted of a crime are bailable pending appeal 
as prescribed by law. 1988 (2nd s.s.) 
9. [Excessive ba i l a n d fines — C r u e l p u n i s h -
ments . ] 
ccessive bail shall not be required; excessive fines shall not 
mposed; nor shall cruel and unusual punishments be 
cted. Persons arrested or imprisoned shall not be treated 
t unnecessary rigor. 1896 
. 10. [Trial by jury.] 
I capital cases the right of trial by jury shall remain 
olate. In capital cases the jury shall consist of twelve 
sons, and in all other felony cases, the jury shall consist of 
ewer than eight persons. In other cases, the Legislature 
[1 establish the number of jurors by statute, but in no event 
II a jury consist of fewer than four persons. In criminal 
JS the verdict shall be unanimous. In civil cases three-
•ths of the jurors may find a verdict. A jury in civil cases 
11 be waived unless demanded. 1996 
. 11. [Cour t s o p e n — R e d r e s s of in jur ies . ] 
11 courts shall be open, and every person, for an injury done 
tiim in his person, property or reputation, shall have 
ledy by due course of law, which shall be administered 
tiout denial or unnecessary delay; and no person shall be 
red from prosecuting or defending before any tribunal in 
; State, by himself or counsel, any civil cause to which he is 
i r ty. 1896 
u 12. [Rights of a c c u s e d pe r sons . ] 
a criminal prosecutions the accused shall have the right to 
>ear and defend in person and by counsel, to demand the 
ure and cause of the accusation against him, to have a copy 
reof, to testify in his own behalf, to be confronted by the 
nesses against him, to have compulsory process to compel 
attendance of witnesses in his own behalf, to have a 
edy public trial by an impartial jury of the county or 
trict in which the offense is alleged to have been committed, 
1 the right to appeal in all cases. In no instance shall any 
used person, before final judgment, be compelled to ad-
lce money or fees to secure the rights herein guaranteed, 
e accused shall not be compelled to give evidence against 
nself; a wife shall not be compelled to testify against her 
sband, nor a husband against his wife, nor shall any person 
twice put in jeopardy for the same offense. 
iVhere the defendant is otherwise entitled to a preliminary 
imination, the function of that examination is limited to 
.ermining whether probable cause exists unless otherwise 
>vided by statute. Nothing in this constitution shall pre-
de the use of reliable hearsay evidence as defined by statute 
rule in whole or in part at any preliminary examination to 
sermine probable cause or at any pretrial proceeding with 
;pect to release of the defendant if appropriate discovery is 
owed as defined by statute or rule. 1994 
c. 13. [P rosecu t i on b y i n f o r m a t i o n o r i n d i c t m e n t — 
G r a n d jury.] 
Dffenses heretofore required to be prosecuted by indict-
»nt, shall be prosecuted by information after examination 
d commitment by a magistrate, unless the examination be 
lived by the accused with the consent of the State, or by 
iictment, with or without such examination and commit-
;nt. The formation of the grand jury and the powers and 
ties thereof shall be as prescribed by the Legislature. 1947 
Sec. 14. [ U n r e a s o n a b l e s e a r c h e s fo rb idden • 
a n c e of w a r r a n t . ] 
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, hir 
papers and effects against unreasonable searches and seiz-^ 
shall not be violated; and no warrant shall issue but upo 
probable cause supported by oath or affirmation, particula 
describing the place to be searched, and the person or thing" 
be seized. - f 
Sec. 15. [ F r e e d o m of s p e e c h a n d of t h e p r e s s — Libel; 
No law shall be passed to abridge or restrain the freedom' 
speech or of the press. In all criminal prosecutions for libel tK 
truth may be given in evidence to the jury; and if it sK~ 
appear to the jury that the matter charged as libelous is tru 
and was published with good motives, and for justifiable en 
the party shall be acquitted; and the jury shall have ther ig 
to determine the law and the fact. Li&i 
.:ir 
Sec. 16. [No i m p r i s o n m e n t for debt — Exception.] 
There shall be no imprisonment for debt except in cases 
absconding debtors. lIYX|": 
Sec. 17. [Elec t ions to b e f ree — So ld ie r s v o t i n g . ] : ^ 
All elections shall be free, and no power, civil or niilitaf^ 
shall at any time interfere to prevent the free exercise3f t t 
right of suffrage. Soldiers, in time of war, may vote at!".the-
post of duty, in or out of the State, under regulations *£oT 
prescribed by law. '-7J\\ 
Sec. 18. [A t t a inde r — E x p o s t facto laws — Impa 
con t rac t s . ] , , ~ 
No bill of attainder, ex post facto law, or law impairing-th' 
obligation of contracts shall be passed. .^V g*896 
Sec. 19. [Treason def ined — Proof . ] " 9 
Treason against the State shall consist only in levying w 
against it, or in adhering to its enemies or in giving them ai 
and comfort. No person shall be convicted of treason unless'o 
the testimony of two witnesses to the same overt act. 1896 
Sec. 20. [Mil i tary s u b o r d i n a t e t o t h e civil power.] 
The military shall be in strict subordination to the cr 
power, and no soldier in time of peace, shall be quarteredjua 
any house without the consent of the owner; nor in time of w^ 
except in a manner to be prescribed by law. 1896 
Sec. 2 1 . [Slavery fo rb idden . ] 
Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except asv-
punishment for crime, whereof the party shall have been dul 
convicted, shall exist within this State. , 189? 
Sec. 22. [P r iva t e p r o p e r t y for public use.] ,,,„..v 
Private property shall not be taken or damaged forpufcll 
use without just compensation. ~' i 189* 
Sec. 23. [ I r r evocab le f r a n c h i s e s forbidden.] 
No law shall be passed granting irrevocably any franchise 
privilege or immunity. [ 1896 
Sec. 24. [Uniform o p e r a t i o n of laws.] 
All laws of a general nature shall have uniform operation 
189« 
Sec. 25. [Rights r e t a i n e d b y people . ] -1 - I 
This enumeration of rights shall not be construed to impair 
or deny others retained by the people. -T 1896 
Sec. 26. [Prov i s ions m a n d a t o r y and prohibitory,] 5 
The provisions of this Constitution are mandatory an 
prohibitory, unless by express words they are declared to be 
otherwise, 1896 
ADDENDUM "5" 
SECOND DISTRICT COURT - OGDEN COURT 
WEBER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JOHN K PROVENCE, 
Defendant. 
MINUTES 
SENTENCE, JUDGMENT, COMMITMENT 
Case No: 96190Q776 FS 
Judge: ROBERT L NEWEY 
Date: April 21, 1998 
PRESENT 
Clerk: juanas 
Prosecutor: 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): JAMES RETALLICK 
DEFENDANT INFORMATION 
Date of birth: August 21, 1955 
Video 
Tape Number: H0421 Tape Count: 321 
CHARGES 
1st Degree 1. OPERATION OF A CLANDESTINE LABORATORY (amended) 
Felony 
Plea: Not Guilty - Disposition: 02/06/1998 Guilty 
2. ILLEGAL POSS/USE OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE - 3rd Degree Felony 
Plea: Not Guilty - Disposition: 02/06/1998 Guilty 
SENTENCE PRISON 
Based on the defendant's conviction of OPERATION OF A CLANDESTINE 
LABORATORY a 1st Degree Felony, the defendant is sentenced to an 
indeterminate term of not less than five years and which may be 
life in the Utah State Prison. 
Based on the defendant's conviction of ILLEGAL POSS/USE OF 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE a 3rd Degree Felony, the defendant is 
sentenced to an indeterminate term of not to exceed five years in 
the Utah State Prison. 
To the WEBER County Sheriff: The defendant is remanded to your 
custody for transportation to the Utah State Prison where the 
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defendant will be confined, 
SENTENCE PRISON CONCURRENT/CONSECUTIVE NOTE 
Sentence may run concurrent on each charge. 
SENTENCE RECOMMENDATION NOTE 
The court recommends defendant pay restitution in the amount of 
$550 to Robert and Margaret Miller. The issue of imposing further 
restitution is left open and may be reviewed upon motion from the 
State. 
Credit is granted for time served. 
r 
D a t e d t h i s 2^2- day of l i o V u v / 
ROBERT L NEWBY 
D i s t r i c t C o u r t Judge 
Psrr<=> ? ( l a s t ) 
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